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Abstract

Beneficial effect of regular moderate physical exercise (PE) and negative effect of severe

exercise and/or overtraining as an activator of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) have been

shown in numerous aspects of human health, including reduced risk of cardiovascular disease,

neurological disease, depression, and some types of cancer. Moderate-to-vigorous PE stimulates

the SNS activation, releasing catecholamines (CATs) adrenaline, noradrenaline, dopamine that

play an important regulatory and modulatory actions by affecting metabolic processes and

the immune system. Summary of the dispersed literature in this area and explanation of the

biological mechanisms operating between PE-CATs and the immune system would lead to a

better understanding of the beneficial and negative effects of PE on health. This overview aimed

to: demonstrate representative literature findings on the exercise released CATs levels, major

functions performed by these hormones, their interactions with immune system and their effects

on carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. Also, mechanisms of cytotoxic free radicals and reactive

oxygen species generation during CATs oxidation, and molecular mechanisms of CATs response

to exercise are discussed to demonstrate positive and negative on human health effects. Owing to

the large body of the subject literature, we present a representative cross-section of the published

studies in this area.

The results show a significant role of CATs in carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, immunity

and as generators of reactive oxygen species, depending on PE intensity and duration. Further

investigation of the PE-CATs relationship should validate CATs levels to optimize safe intensity

and duration of exercise and individualize their prescription, considering CATs to be applied

as markers for a dose of exercise. Also, a better understanding of the biological mechanisms is

also needed.

Keywords: physical exercise, catecholamines, metabolism, immune system, oxidative stress,

mechanisms

Introduction

Strong epidemiological evidence documents the beneficial and deleterious role of reactive

oxygen species (ROS), and nitrogen species (RNS) [1] and the positive effects of regular
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moderate physical activity (PA) on humans’ health through its effect on the cellular redox

homeostasis and increased resistance to oxidative stress (OS) [2-3]. In contrast, extremely high

intensity exercise or endurance exercise not preceded by training can be important mediator

of immunosuppression and the cellular macromolecular damage due to increased generation of

free radicals, ROS and RNS [4-6].

It is widely accepted that persistent OS is one cause of lifestyle-linked pathological conditions,

such as cardiovascular disease (CVD), neurodegenerative disorders, diabetes, cancer, and aging

of cells (recently reviewed by [1,7,8]). Regular moderate PA has the ability to regulate the ROS

and RNS concentrations in cells [9]. According to the researchers’ statement, mitochondria,

xanthine oxidase (XO), NADPH oxidase, neutrophils and other phagocytes, and catecholamines

(CATs), such as adrenaline (AD), noradrenaline (NA) are the most frequently postulated

shareholders of ROS production during physical exercise [10,11]. The most recent evidence

confirms an important role of mitochondria as a source of ROS, but simultaneously underlines

interplay between mitochondria and other cellular sources of the ROS/RNS release in metabolic

processes (including autoxidation and peroxidation of CATs) in the oxidatively damage to

biomolecules and their survival, for example, by autophagy and apoptosis [7].

AD and NA play an important role in an adaptation of the organism at rest and to different short-

term acting stressors, including physical exercise [12], and released at appropriate concentration

exhibit antioxidant activity [13]. In contrast, CATs excess release in response to acute physical

exercise may induce changes in coagulation, platelet aggregation, and fibrinolysis [14-16].

These hormones play a key role in control growth of some cancers [17]. Following decades

of extensive research, there are several inconsistencies regarding the positive and negative

influences of PE as generators of ROS/RNS and mediators in CATs secretion. Numerous

evidences document the protective effect of regular moderate-to-vigorous PA on human health

including some types of cancer growth, recurrence, and human mortality. However, the main

question remains unanswered: Why PE only protects against some types of cancer? Also, the

dangerous effect of severe PE on CATs secretion and on the immune system, mechanisms of an

interconnection between PA, CATs and the immune system are not fully understood.
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With increasing incidence of civilization diseases, obesity and changes in humans’ PA linked

with dynamic development of technique and health related behavior, the current body of

knowledge on the association between PA and CATs cellular levels may be important to

understand the link between biological mechanisms and civilization disease burden. Therefore,

our review demonstrates evidence on primary functions of CATs in the human body, the PE –

in connection with CATs release, discusses the effect of this relationship on the immune system

and metabolic effects, summarizing the dispersed literature in this area. The anti-inflammatory

and proinflammatory actions of CATs are also presented, including the possible biological

mechanisms for PA induced changes in these stress hormones secretion, their metabolism,

participation in generation of free radicals and ROS, and effects on human’s health. Due to the

large body of the subject literature, we present a representative cross-section of the published

findings in this area.

Catecholamines and their functions

Over the last 25 years there is growing evidence on the ability of the immune system cells

express adrenoreceptors (ARs) to produce and release CATs [18]. The term CATs includes a

family of biomolecules containing a catechol or 3,4-dihydroxyphenyl core and amine group

in their chemical structure. The most abundant and important CATs are dopamine (DA),

noradrenaline (NA), and adrenaline (AD). CATs play an important physiological role regulating

cardiac stimulation, blood pressure, and metabolic processes, among others [15,18].

Tissue sources of catecholamines

CATs are synthesized from L-tyrosine of an amino acid present in dietary proteins

or from phenylalanine. During biotransformation, L-tyrosine is converted to 3,4-

dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) by tyrosine hydroxylases, next an enzyme DOPA

decarboxylase catalyzes transformation of DOPA to DA. In turn, DA is converted to NA by

dopamine β-hydroxylase, and NA undergoes transformation to AD by phenylethanolamine N-

methyltransferase [18,19]. The last two stages of the stress hormones transformation and release

are named in the subject literature as a part of the “fight-or-flight response” [20].
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 Two main sources of CATs production are recognized: The neuroendocrine chromaffin cells

of the adrenal glands medulla (AD and NA) and the postganglionic fibers of the sympathetic

nervous system (SNS) (NA) [12,19]. Stress hormones NA and AD acts as neurotransmitters in

the central nervous system (CNS) and in the SNS and as hormones in blood circulation [21].

Over sixty years research on DA synthesis and distribution showed the hormone occurrence in

plants, blood, brain, several peripheral organs, and bone marrow [22,23].

Effects of catecholamines on human body

According to Paravati and Warrington’s suggestion, the external stressors, e.g. PE, diet, fasting,

psychological responses, temperature activates the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis

and SNS, followed by the increased production of glucocorticords in the adrenal cortex and

releasing acetylchoine (Ach) which acts as a neurotransmitter [24]. Ach binds to nicotonic

receptors of chromaffin cells in the adrenal medulla, which promotes exocytosis of CATs-

filled vesicles for driving into the blood. Next, CATs act through binding to α- or β-adrenergic

receptors (α-ARs, β-ARs respectively), of a class of G protein-coupled receptors occurring on

cell membrane surfaces in smooth muscle and adipose tissue. ARs are divided into subtypes:

α1-AR, α2-AR or β1-AR, β2-AR, β3-AR based on their cellular localization [12,24]. The β1-AR

and β2-AR form complexes with a G protein what activates adrenyl cyclase and consequently

increases concentration of intracellular cyclic adenozyno-3’,5’-monophosphate (cAMP) of the

nucleotide which activates protein kinase A (PKA). The last enzyme increases phosphorylation

of specific amino acids with adenosine triphosphate (ATP) as a source of phosphate. The

cAMP-dependent phosphorylation stimulates free fatty acids (FFAs) oxidation and inhibits their

synthesis by acetyl-coenzyme A carboxylase. In turn, α2-ARs are coupled with an inhibitory G

protein decreasing cAMP levels, while α1-ARs are coupled to phosphatidylinositol membrane

(the second messenger system), activating a calcium channel and protein kinase C (PKC)

signaling [12,24]. Evidence presents a similar AD activity with α-ARs and β-ARs and a

much higher affinity of NA for α-ARs than for β-ARs. The multi-system activity of CATs as

neuromodulators in CNS and hormones in blood circulation are summarized in Figure 1. The

main activity includes the immune system, the cardiovascular system, respiratory function, and

metabolic effects [12,24-27].
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Figure 1. Primary functions performed by catecholamines, based on the literature. AD:

Adrenaline, NA: Noradrenaline.

Effect of catecholamines on cardiovascular system and respiratory function

CATs increase contractility of cardiac muscle and conduction velocity through vasoconstriction

using α-ARs as well as by vasodilation via β2-ARs (in skeletal muscle), among other

[12]. Although CATs excess followed by external stressor may result in coronary spasm,

ultrastructural cell damage and arrythmias. Further, both CATs (AD, NA) exert the stimulatory

effect on respiratory function increasing basal metabolic rate followed by nonfacultative

thermogenesis, due to increased consumption of molecular oxygen (O2). Thus, CATs can exert

effect on the PE duration, playing a key role in the transport of O2 and energetic substrates to

active muscle [12].

Effect of catecholamines on carbohydrate and lipid metabolism

The key role of CATs is their influence on carbohydrate and lipid metabolism as they regulate

glycogen breakdown, lipolysis, free fatty acids (FFAs) distribution, and oxidation, lipoprotein
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metabolism, energy expenditure [12,24,28]. AD and NA increase blood glucose concentration

through glycogen decomposition to glucose in the skeletal muscle using β2-ARs and through

α1- or β1-ARs in the liver (the process called glycogenolysis). This process affects physical

performances in individuals engaged in PE of maximal/supramaximal intensity [12]. Another

important process occurring with participation of CATs increasing the blood glucose level is

gluconeogenesis, i.e. a synthesis of glucose and glycogen in the liver from other compounds than

sugars. Evidence also suggests hyperglycemic effects of CATs. The enhancement of glucagon

secretion by α-ARs of the pancreas, an inhibition of insulin promotion of glucose uptake by

skeletal muscle and the adipose tissue or extinguish of insulin secretion by the pancreas α-ARs

are examples [12]. Importantly, the controlling insulin secretion is a critical CATs property as

insulin lowers glucose concentration in the blood and inhibits a breakdown of the adipose tissue

fat [29].

 The next important role of CATs is their effect on fatty acid metabolism. This process consists

of catabolic pathways that release energy and anabolic processes that form triglycerides, second

messengers, phospholipids, hormones, and compounds containing ketone group (ketone bodies)

during gluconeogenesis [30] or β-oxidation, i.e. the process supplying products for energy

production by mitochondria [31].

At normal concentration, ketone bodies play an important tuning metabolic role and signaling

mediators in response to high carbohydrates level and protect from inflammation. However,

a high level of ketone bodies exhibits pro-inflammatory action [32]. CATs, especially AD,

are involved in an activation of triacylglycerol lipase in adipose tissue following lipolysis

promotion. This process leads to acid hydrolysis of triglyceride to FFAs and glycerol and

is regulated by NA, insulin, glucagon, PE, and nutrition [25]. Lipolysis increases FFAs

concentration in plasma as a source of the substrates ATP and guanosine-5’-triphosphate in

skeletal muscle and other body tissues for energy generation via gluconeogenesis or β-oxidation.

FFAs play a key role during PE, fasting and body weight reduction [12,25]. A dual role of CATs

in the effect on lipolysis process is recognized; a stimulation of lipolysis through interaction with

β-ARs and inhibition – through α2-ARs, depending on the number of individual subtypes of ARs

[12]. Numerous studies have demonstrated differences in CATs influence on lipolysis between
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obese individuals and normal weight individuals, due to decreased activity of triacylglycerol

lipase with higher body fatness, a lower number of β-ARs, and increased activity of α-ARs.

Adipose tissue, an important endocrine organ regulating many physiological functions, is

composed of adipocytes that synthesize fat and stores the excess of energy as fats. White adipose

tissue (WAT) stores excess energy as triglycerides and secretes a wide spectrum and quantity of

adipokines, including peptide hormones (e.g. insulin, adiponectin, glucagon), steroid hormones,

cytokines, and micro ribonucleic acids RNAs (mRNAs) [31,33,34]. This tissue regulates lipid

metabolism: Lipogenesis, engages cell proliferation and uptake of FFAs, lipolysis, and FFAs

oxidation in mitochondria [35]. Additionally, WAT secretes interleukin-6 (IL-6), tumor necrosis

factor-alpha (TNF-α), influences on insulin resistance, and plays an important role as immune

organ secreting pro-inflammatory cytokines, being involved in inflammation and induces ROS

formation during mitochondrial dysfunction [36].

The best recognized adipokines secreted by adipose tissue are leptin and adiponectin. Leptin

exhibits pro-inflammatory, pro-angiogenic, and pro-tumorigenic activities [37]. The leptin

receptor expression activates the tyrosine kinase JAK2 (janus kinase 2), transcription factor

STAT3 (signal transducer and activator of transcription 3), mitogen-activated protein kinase

(MAPK)/extracellular signaling-regulated kinase (ERK1/2) and phosphoinositide 3-kinase

(P13) pathways [38]. This shows that leptin plays integrative role in regulation of body energy

homeostasis [39]. Evidence has shown that leptin/leptin receptor dysregulation (e.g. genetic

polymorphisms, obesity) plays important role in the development several cancers, mainly

through JAK/STAT pathway which modified P13/AKT3 and ERK1/2 signaling, expression of

anti-apoptic proteins, inflammation through TNF-α, IL-6 and also vascular endothelial growth

factor (VEGF) and hypoxia-inducible factor-1 alpha (HIF-1α) expression [33,40]. In turn,

adiponectin starts phosphorylation of adenosine monophosphate (AMP) – activated protein

kinase (AMPK) and p38MAPK and increases activity of peroxisome proliferator-activated

receptor alpha (PPARα) ligand [41]. Further, this adipokine stimulates FAs oxidation in skeletal

muscle and quenches generation of glucose in the liver. Adiponectin is implicated indirectly in

insulin resistance, cell death, and exhibits anti-inflammatory and anti-apoptic activity, among

others. It has been suggested that individuals suffering from some types of cancer (liver cancer,
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breast cancer, ovarian cancer) had lowered adiponectin concentrations, while serum levels were

strongly increased for leptin [40,42-44].

Interactions of catecholamines with immune system

The CNS and the immune system cooperate in the assessment of stress and defense against it

and in maintaining or restoring the cellular homeostasis [45,46]. The sympathetic modulation of

immunity is key in the cellular defenses to cope infection and diseases, including autoimmune

diseases [45].

Evidence shows two modes of modulation of the immune system by SNS [18,45]. The

first involves the direct interaction between CATs (AD and NA) and beta adrenoceptors

(β-ARs) regulating the immune cells formation, development, proliferation, survival, and

circulation [45]. The second mode involves interactions of CATs with endothelial cells, reticular

cells, and smooth muscle cells [18]. Evidence suggests these interactions may alter antigen

presenting cells, lymphocyte proliferation and redistribution, differentiation, expression of

specific receptors, lymphokine-activated killer cells, and immune cell trafficking [2]. The

primary function of the β-ARs subclass is the transmission of information from the extracellular

medium to inside the cell. The transport of the information occurs by coupling to the alpha

subunit of the stimulatory G protein, stimulation and accumulation of the second messenger

cAMP, and activation of PK-A. The last enzyme consisting the catalytic and regulatory subunits

plays an important role in metabolism of lipids, glycogen and sugars, and its activity depends on

the cellular concentration of cAMP [2]. Induction of VEGF expression by NA and the cAMP/

PK-A pathway by β-ARs in brown adipocytes has been reported by Moreno-Smith [2].

As previously noted, the duality of physiological role of CATs is reported: The anti-

inflammatory action and cytotoxic proinflammatory action [18]. The anti-inflammatory effect

is the result of CAT action on β2-ARs and includes both inhibition of T-helper1 proinflammatory

cytokines, such as interleukin 12 (IL-12), TNF-α, interferon-γ (IFN-γ), and induction of T-helper

2, IL-10, and transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) [46,47].

The proinflammatory immune response of the CATs resulting in activation of β-ARs on human

lymphocytes involves stimulation of the proinflammatory cytokine IL-12 release followed by

an increase of IFN-γ. Other proinflammatory effects may result from activation of α1-ARs on
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macrophages or induction of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) [46,48]. Moreover, autoxidation of

CATs is accompanied by production of superoxide anion radical (O2●‾) followed by formation

of other ROS/RNS, toxic to cells agents when they are formed in excess [49-51].

The ROS group includes mainly the highest reactive and toxic hydroxyl radical (HO●), an

energetically richer form of molecular oxygen, called singled oxygen (1O2), and less reactive

species, such as O2●‾, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), hypochlorous acid (HOCl), and ozone

(O3). The RNS group contains nitric oxide radical (NO●), nitric dioxide radical (NO2●), and

peroxynitrite (ONOO‾), a species very toxic to cells formed in the reaction of O2●‾ with NO●

[1,52]. ROS/RNS formed at low/moderate levels play a wide range functions in the redox

cellular physiology as secondary messengers, e.g. participate in gene expression or regulation

of immune system. In contrast, elevated intracellular concentrations of ROS/RNS can cause

oxidative modification of lipids, proteins, and DNA and consequently lead to their function

loss. The disrupted cellular homeostasis, i.e. greater imbalance between ROS/RNS generation

and their deactivation by endogenous antioxidant systems and/or weakened repair mechanisms

of DNA damaged, may result in disruption of redox signaling and biomolecules damage (this

redox state is called OS) [1,52-55]. Increased production of ROS/RNS and semiquinone free

radicals, owing to oxidative transformation of CATs resulting in damaging modifications of

biomolecules including DNA, was observed within neurons [56-62].

Evidence shows CATs are important regulators of tumor angiogenesis [63,64]. For example, DA

acts on its D2-receptors and suppresses the action of a multifunctional cytokine VEGF which

is released in high concentration by cancer cells. This disulfide-bonded dimeric glycoprotein

acts on endothelial cells, is involved in the regulation and differentiation of the vascular

system and is considered as key mediator of angiogenesis in cancer [65]. However, despite

long-lasting research on CATs toxicity, many issues are unsolved. Currently, researchers

suggest an activation of D2 dopamine receptor cAMP/PK-A pathway followed by increased

expression of nitric oxide synthases (NOSs) is damaging to cells. The enzyme catalyzes NO●

production from L-arginine and abnormally high the radical concentration in mammalian cells

results in production of ONOO‾ and carcinogenic N-nitrosamines and further in inflammation,

mutagenesis, and neuronal cell death [66].
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Additionally, excessive accumulation of O2●‾, semiquinones, and H2O2 also generated during

CATs autoxidation may enhance induction of the mitochondrial respiration deficit and OS

[67,68]. Although, AD and NA may also exhibit opposite action as they may up-regulate

the synthesis of many proangiogenic molecules in the mammalian cancer cells, e.g. IL-6,

thus stimulate angiogenesis. Consequently, CATs through the β-adrenergic receptor signaling

directly affect malignancy (for exhaustive see Refs [2,69]).

Another important role of CATs is modulation of platelet function which play the key role

in the development of cardiovascular disease (CVD) [15,70]. Evidence shows that CATs at

higher levels initiate platelets aggregation, secretion, and activate the arachidonate pathway.

The role of platelets is known in pathogenesis of vascular damage, such as atherosclerosis and

hypertension, and their physiological role is similar to growth factor and inflammatory mediator

roles [70-72]. Further, CATs are metabolized by monoamine oxidases (MAO) to aldehydes (e.g.

3,4,-dihydroxyphenylglycolaldehyde in a case of NA metabolism) which are toxic to neurons

[59].

Mechanisms of cytotoxic products generation during oxidation of catecholamines

CATs as phenolic compounds easy undergo oxidation by one-electron pathway involving several

toxic products, such as semiquinones, quinones, and ROS, independently on the oxidation

promotors (enzymatic, nonenzymatic) [50,73].

Figure 2 shows products of one-electron oxidation of CATs in the presence of molecular oxygen,

which have been well experimentally characterized.JU
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Figure 2. Chemical structures of adrenaline (R1=H, R2=H), noradrenaline (R1=OH, R2=H), and

dopamine (R1=OH, R2=CH3) and simplified scheme of their oxidation.

The oxidation process involves conversion of CATs to melanines through a few well-defined

stages and experimentally identified intermediate products their oxidation. The first step

involves CATs ortho-quinones (II) formation which may form stable carbonyl group containing

products and bind to thiol (-SH) containing enzymes and form ROS [73].

The next stage of CATs oxidation involves ring closure and the formation of aminochromes (III):

adrenochrome, noradrenochrome, and dopachrome of the products of AD, NA, DA oxidation,

respectively. The final products of the oxidation process are 5,6-dihydroxyindole compounds

(IV) which polymerize into melanines [50,51,68,74-76]. There is strong evidence that the

process of CATs oxidation in the presence of molecular oxygen and/or transition metal ions

(Men/Men+1), e.g. Fe2+/Fe3+, Cu+/Cu2+, is accompanied by formation of free radicals O2●‾ and

semiquinone (SQ●) as follows [77]:

 CAT + HO‾ → CAT‾ + H2O (1)
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 CAT‾ + O2 → CAT + O2●‾ (2)

 2O2●‾ + 2H+ → H2O2 + O2 (3)

 CAT + O2●‾ + H+ → SQ● + H2O2 (4)

where CAT‾ is an anionic form of CAT arising by the dissociation of hydroxyl group of its

phenolic ring (reaction 1).

Electron transfer from CAT‾ to the molecular oxygen leads to the O2●‾ formation (reaction 2).

Further, the recombination of two O2●‾ molecules gives arising H2O2 (reaction 3). Elevated

H2O2 level in tissues accelerates formation of aminochromes (III), indoles (IV) and their

polymerization to melanines [74]. Another important process in ROS production during CATs

conversion involves the redox cycling reactions of ortho-hydroquinones to the highly toxic

for cells ortho-semiquinone free radicals and HO● with participation of the transition metal

ions. Also, the formation of the metal ion-CAT complexes plays an important role in one-

electron reduction of aminochromes to their semiquinone radical forms similar to the reduction

of aminochromes catalyzed by the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) -cytochrome

P-450 reductase complex [58]. In the presence of molecular oxygen (O2), the semiquinone forms

of CATs and aminochromes consist efficient source of O2●‾:

 SQ● + O2 → Q + O2●‾ + H+ (5)

where SQ● is the semiquinone free radical of CAT/aminochrome, and Q means their quinone

forms.

Another important reaction generating free radical species, such as HO● in the cellular

environment are the Fenton-like reaction and the Haber-Weiss reaction, respectively [53,78]:

 Men + H2O2 → Men+1 + HO● + OH‾ (6)

 H2O2 + O2●‾ → HO● + OH‾ + O2(7)

and the catalytic decomposition of H2O2 by Fe3+ [79,80]

Fe3+ + H2O2 → Fe2+ + HOO● + H+ (8)

The efficacy of these reactions as a source of ROS can be modified by several factors,

e.g. Fe3+ ligands. In vitro experiments presented strongly amplified production of ROS by CATs

in the Fenton (occurs with Fe2+ oxidation) and the Fenton-like reactions, due to their abilities

to form Fe3+ complexes as compounds with 1,2-dihydroxybenzene structure [81]. In the Fe3+
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ligands, the Fe3+ ion is transformed to the Fe2+ ion, being a main substrate, which reacts with

H2O2 to generate HO● (reaction 6).

Additionally, the process of CATs oxidation is accompanied by production of biologically

active products in electronically excited state, such as 1O2, indoles, and carbonyl containing

compounds generated during oxidative degradation [82,83]. The following hypothetical

reactions may be representative for formation of 1O2 [53,82] and also ONOO‾ [1]:

 2HOO● → 1O2 + H2O2(9)

 HOO● + O2●‾ → 1O2 + HOO‾ (10)

 HO● + O2●‾ → 1O2 + HO‾ (11)

 O2●‾ + NO● → ONOO‾ (12)

The short-lived HO● radical and 1O2 as well as long-lived semiquinone free radicals and

ONOO‾ exhibit high cytotoxicity and can damage biomolecules. Generally, two mechanisms of

CATs cytotoxicity should be considered: Excess ROS production and formation of the covalent

bonding between product(s) of CATs oxidation and intracellular proteins. Experimental studies

showed CAT-treated animals experienced cardiomyopathy due to free radical production and

promotion of lipid peroxidation [60,84]. The particular role in CATs cytotoxicity has been

described to peroxidation of membrane phospholipids, resulting in a change in the membrane

permeability and intracellular Ca ions overload.

Physical activity and catecholamines response

PE increases ROS/RNS concentrations, involving disorders in cellular homeostasis [85]. To

restore homeostasis, the organism must rapidly respond, and CATs are the first line of response

[12,17,86,87]. The body of evidence shows CATs concentration may by elevated even 20-fold

after acute exercise compared with their levels at rest [12]. Many factors have been reported

to influence the exercise/CAT release association, such as type of exercise (dynamic or static),

its intensity and duration (the main factors), training (aerobic, anaerobic), body mass index

(BMI), sex, individual’s metabolic rate, recovery, age, health status, emotional state, and diet

[12,26,87-94].

Table 1 shows the representative data for CATs release during physical exercise. Independently

on type of exercise performed, ergometer cycling [26,90,91,95-98], half-marathon run [21],
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SAGI training [99], or treadmill [100], weightlifting [94], a statistically significant increases

in plasma CATs concentration were detected, the magnitude of which was dependent on

exercise type (intensity, dynamic or static, duration), sex, training, BMI, and health status. The

highest magnitude increases in AD (7 # 102% and 3 # 103%) and NA (13 # 102% and 2 #

103%) released were measured in a professional cyclist group with and without bronchospasm,

respectively, performing triangular stress tests [98]. Also, high magnitude increases (3.5-fold, 7-

fold) in post-exercise plasma of CATs metabolites after half-marathon runs of vigorous intensity

(VO2max 75-85%) vs the rest were reported by Danese [21]. In turn, Shah et al. [90] observed

rapid increases in CATs release above the ventilatory threshold, positively correlated with

exercise stages of increased power. This finding may be important in therapy of patients with

cardiomyopathy providing information about beneficial dose of PE for individual patients.

Similarly, Zouchal et als.’ review demonstrated a significant increase in CATs levels for physical

effort intensities higher than the maximal aerobic power [12]. Statistically significant increases

in blood CATs concentration dependent on the PE type, intensity, and duration were also

demonstrated by others [93,98]. Henderson et al. [26] observed significantly greater increases

in post-exercise concentration of AD and NA in men and women (higher in men) during both

moderate and vigorous intensities of exercise. However, vigorous exercise required 2-times

shorter duration time than exercise of moderate intensity to reach the same level of CATs, and

the magnitudes of increase were found to be higher for NA than for AD. Also, earlier study by

Kjaer et al. [89] noticed the plasma NA grows faster than those of AD, which could be detected

even during low intensity exercise.

Exercise intensity and duration are the most powerful factors influencing the CATs

secretion in response to exercise [12]. The increased CATs levels in plasma with exercise

intensity are especially important above lactate threshold, i.e. the point which athletes reach

effort, on an average in a range of 50-80% of their VO2max, and lactate begins to accumulate in

the body. Evidence indicated a large quantitative changes of CATs levels with exercise intensity,

due to the level of training, duration of exercise, and muscular mass engaged in exercise.

Although the increase of CATs release with exercise intensity is well documented, the secretory

mechanisms are yet not well recognized. The duration of exercise is another important agent
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increasing the CATs levels for submaximal dynamic exercise. For VO2 = constants, the NA level

continuously increases until individual’s exhaustion independently on the submaximal exercise

intensity. Moreover, there is evidence suggesting that increases of AD and NA concentrations

occur even at low intensity exercise with the right exercise duration [12].

Earlier studies reviewed by Zouchal et al. [12] showed a higher AD secretion in

endurance trained individuals (both aerobic and anaerobic types) than in untrained individuals.

The effect of aerobic training on the CATs response was observed in endurance trained men,

but not in women. In the response to exercise of high intensity, the post-exercise concentration

of AD was higher compared to that in non-trained men [12]. In turn, studies on CATs

response to exercise in individuals involved in anaerobic training (sprint and/or resistance

training) showed mixed results, although cross-sectional studies reported statistically significant

higher concentrations of secreted AD in the sprint-trained men than in those untrained or in

the endurance trained men [12]. Trained individuals may benefit from the higher physical

performance with regard to a higher CATs concentration as oxygen and fuel carriers.

There is speculation, but not clear consensus on a higher level of CATs release

during static, e.g. weight-lifting exercise (keeps only muscles moving) than dynamic exercise,

e.g. steady running (keeps muscles and joints moving) [12,101] and positively correlated

neurohormones concentrations with individuals’ training [12]. Increases of CATs concentrations

in plasma were detected during dynamic and static exercise. Experimental studies reported the

distinct impact of extensive static and dynamic exercises on some cytokines levels in cytoplasm.

Dynamic exercise strongly increased IL-6 and IL-8 concentration in trained athletes, while static

exercise increased only IL-15 levels [102]. This may suggest the possibility a higher adrenal

response to SNS activity. The effect of physical training on CATs response to exercise was

demonstrated in numerous studies [12,87,89,94] more frequently in men than women (see Table

1).

In turn, high-intensity resistance exercise overtraining was shown to decrease B2-AR sensitivity,

muscular force and decrease in training specific power [94]. This finding indicates SNS plays

a basic role in the maintenance of homeostasis in the rest and in response to PE (see Seals and

Esler for review [103]).
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Further, the posture of individuals for exercise both at rest and during exercise also exerts

effect on the CATs exertion. The hormones concentrations in a vertical position were reported to

be significantly higher than those in a sitting or lying position [12]. Evidence suggests that CATs

response to exercise can be higher in men compared to women and is dependent on individual

types of employed physical training programs.

As reviewed by Zouchal et al., the response of CATs to exercise was significantly higher in men

engaged in endurance and sprint-training than in women [12]. These differences were not seen

in untrained individuals. The exact reason for the sex difference is suggested to result from the

important role of CATs in the transport of oxygen and substrates for energy release in muscles

during physical effort. Data show fat oxidation as a source of energy prevails in women, and

carbohydrate oxidation in men [104]. The type of energy generation source is determined by

the growth hormone and sex steroids interactions [105]. CATs exert their significant effect on

physical performance during exercise at VO2 max and at >VO2max (supermaximal) oxygen

demand via regulation of muscular glycogenolysis and hepatic glycogenolysis [12]. Evidence

shows women deplete less glycogen than men during PE, thus they can experience a greater

benefit in the blood glucose control [96,106]. The sex differences have not been well established;

it remains to be confirmed with further studies [107].

 An important factor determining CATs secretion during exercise is body weight. As seen in

Table 1, Jabbour et al. [97] found BMI and body fat were negatively correlated with plasma

CATs release. Similar conclusions were reported by others [108] addressing this relationship.

The authors maintain low CAT release may indicate reduced SNS power in obese individuals

which, in turn, may affect ARs sensitivity in adipose tissue, followed by lipolysis reduction and

increased fat storing.

Findings from experimental studies show the SNS activity increases with age targeting

gut and skeletal muscle. With age, the AD secretion is reduced, and NA concentration is

increased [103]. These changes in CATs levels are hypothesized to result from the increased

SNS activity with advanced age and/or activation of a physiological connection between the

SNS and the adrenal medulla [12]. Also, health status was a factor influencing CATs release, as
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demonstrated by Dethlefsen et al. [95]. The authors observed significantly higher concentrations

of post-exercise plasma AD and NA in breast cancer cases as compared with healthy individuals.

Other potential factors influencing CAT secretion during exercise include emotions/

personality, psychological stress and nutrition. Emotions and psychological stress often

accompany sports competition. Huang et al. reported important effects of these factors on

the AD, NA, IL-2, and OS levels during response to PE [109]. As CATs are involved in the

regulation of the FFAs release during exercise, it is likely that the fasting or timing of food

intake exerts an effect on changes of CATs concentrations. For example, a study by Bo et al.

observed a change the AD/NA concentrations ratio (higher after the morning meals than the

evening meals) at rest in moderate active individuals consuming a high-fat and low-fiber diet

[110]. Evidence shows that fasting changes of CATs levels either at rest as and in response to the

exercise and a lack of the significant evidence on the effect of different types of diet on CATs

response to exercise. For a detailed review on the factors influencing CATs release, see a review

of Zouchal et al. [12].

Figure 3 summarizes the factors influencing on the CATs response to PE.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of factors modulating catecholamines secretion in response

to physical exercise.

Molecular mechanisms for catecholamines response to physical exercise – evidence for

positive and negative effects on human health.

As previously described, PA and its subcategory-PE can exert the beneficial and harmful

effects on human health, depending on intensity, frequency, and duration due to exercise effects

on the level of circulating lymphocytes, phagocytic cells, NK-cells, and on platelets. According

to a World Health Organization statement, PA is an important factor in health and disease,

and “insufficient physical activity is one of the leading risk factors for death worldwide” and

risk factor for several diseases [111]. Health benefits are the exercise domain of moderate-

to-vigorous intensity that reduces body weight and fat mass, effects on body composition,

well-being, the cardiovascular system, immune functions, and reduces risk of several cancers

and depression [3,4,112-119]. For example, the strength of preventive effects of PA for

colorectum cancer has been established as “convincing”, for postmenopausal breast cancer and

endometrial cancer as “probable”, for lung, adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, liver,

and premenopausal cancers as “limited suggestive” [120]. PA may influence cancer progression

by a reduction of insulin resistance and its circulating concentrations, decrease of IGF-1 levels,

an increase of adiponectin concentrations, regulation of glycolysis and FAs metabolism and

ROS generation, enhancement of antioxidant repair mechanisms, and regulation of cancer

vasculature [121].

Dependently on concentration of CATs, released during exercise beneficial and negative

effects of exercise on human health should be distinguished (Fig. 4).JU
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Figure 4. Schematic overview of the physical exercise – catecholamines interaction in

prevention against diseases and in chronic inflammation and cancer, based on the literature.

IGF-1: Insulin-like growth factor, IGFBPs: Insulin-like growth factor binding proteins.

AD; Adrenaline, NA; noradrenaline, DA; dopamine.

Several mechanisms of the protective effect for PE against cancer has been hypothesized, such

as reduction of visceral adipose tissue, increased secretion of myokines by the skeletal muscle,

changes in metabolic and sex hormones circulation, reduction of Toll-like receptors (TLRs)

on monocytes and macrophages, reduction of inflammation by decrease of proinflammatory

adipokines secretion, and enhancement of the immune system function [4,95,122-124].

 Reduction of adipose tissue depends on exercise intensity. In individuals involved

in moderate-to-high intensity exercise, significantly increased adiponectin concentration and

decreased leptin and glucose concentrations were observed [38]. However, data from the

literature are not yet consolidated, some studies did not confirm that aerobic PA effects the

leptin levels, in contrast to extreme high intensity exercise, such as ultramarathons that induces
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a deficit in energy balance [125 ]. This suggests changes in leptin levels may require physical

exertion of extreme intensity. A meta-analysis of 3,602 participants from 17 randomized

controlled trials by Rao et al. found significant reduction in visceral adipose tissue (known as

leptin generator) in exercise trials for an intervention period of ≥ 6 months, which was correlated

with body weight loss (R2=0.52) [124].

Additionally, there is evidence that levels of leptin were significantly lower in tumor tissue and

all body sites of aerobic exercise training mice with breast cancer compared to control group,

whereas adiponectin concentrations were increased in all sites except of the tumor. Also, the

tumor growth and weight were decreased in exercising mice [126]. This suggests the prevention

against cancer progression.

Regular moderate-to-vigorous exercise decreases secretion of pro-inflammatory adipokines,

e.g. IL-6, TNF, C-reactive protein (CRP) of which high levels can increase cancer risk [8,127].

In these interactions an important role is owing to CATs, considered as playing regulatory

or modulatory action in cells in response to the stress caused e.g. by exercise, restoring the

disturbed balance between pro- and anti-oxidative processes [98,128]. Increased levels of CATs

are characteristic of moderate-to-vigorous exercise, but not for exercise of low-to-moderate

intensity [4].

Under exercise of moderate-to-vigorous intensity increased levels of released CATs, as

a consequence of an activation of SNS and HPA axis linked with an activation of

adrenocorticotropic hormone (a stimulator of the adrenal glands), play an important role in

the metabolic and skeletal muscle functioning. For example, moderate elevated levels of these

neurohormones regulate blood pressure and increase insulin sensitivity and are key agents

for the microenvironment of peripheral organs and the human organism adaptation [21,129].

Mobilization of the lymphocytes and monocytes to blood stream is caused, in a large extent, by

CATs and β-AR signaling [130,131]. Evidence showed increased β-AR sensitivity in cardiac

tissue [132] and in adipose tissue after dynamic strength training [133]. The α-ARs and β-ARs

are coupled to G-proteins, which are involved in signal transmission from outside stimulators

to inside a cell. The receptors can bind the stimulatory G-protein, thus activating the CAMP-

dependent PK-A system effecting gene expression, migration, and apoptosis of cells [134].
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In turn, when the adrenergic receptors bind the inhibitory G-protein, they control multiple

signaling cascades, including MAPK – the pathway that has been found to be overactivated in

the carcinogenic process [134]. Further, AD and NA may regulate the Hippo tumor suppressor

signaling pathway which controls mammalian tissue growth via regulation of cell proliferation

and apoptosis [95].

AD and NA values, independent of individual’s age, gender and BMI value, cause a rapid

and potent mobilization of NK-cells (up to 6-fold increase in blood during 30 min vigorous

exercise), T cells, and β-cells [130]. The higher level of NK-cells remains throughout training

up to 3 hours, after that the cells are probably redistributed to peripheral tissues. The NK and

T cells are the most sensitive among monocytes to β2-AR signaling and play a key role in

infection prevention by exercise [135,136]. The NK cells mobilization by CATs was reported as

protective against several cancer types, due to infiltration in solid tumors. For example, in mice

running on wheel, Idorn and Hojman [130] observed a 50-60% contribution of intertumoral

NK cells in reduction of cancer growth. Experimental in vitro studies on mammalian cells

showed NK cells can control tumor growth and metastasis and show anti-inflammatory action

(for review see Refs [47,137]). Thus, an increase of a number of NK cells during the PE-CATs

interaction may be responsible for lowering inflammation and enhancing the immune system

[3,4,17,18,138]. Furthermore, moderate-to-vigorous PE enhances the antioxidant defense via

up-regulating resistance to OS, owing to the fact that moderate elevated concentrations of AD

and NA increase concentrations of anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10, interleukin-1-receptor

(IL-1RA) and IGF-α [139,140]. The beneficial effect of training with moderate intensity for

6 months and 12 months on low-grade inflammation in overweight and/or obese women

manifesting as decrease of leptin, resistin, and IL-6 has been confirmed [127]. Moreover,

CATs contain two hydroxyl groups and an amine group in their structure, thus they can

prevent Fe- and Cu-mediated DNA damage by binding metal ions. This antioxidant property

of CATs results in shifting these metals oxidation potentials and stabilization Fe3+ over Fe2+

and Cu2+ and Cu+ preventing their redox cycling [141] and functioning as the catalysts of lipid

oxidation and the substrate for HO● production (reaction 6) [13]. Thus, the neurohormones

may provide a defense against inflammation. Although, CATs can also induce DNA damage
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mobilizing endogenous Cu2+ions, reducing them to Cu+; the process is accompanied by

ROS formation, thus being involved in carcinogenesis, aging and neurodegeneration [142].

Evidence also shows an important role of DA secreted during regular moderate-to-vigorous

PE in cancer prevention [64]. DA, among other immune cell targets, such as macrophage,

monocyte, dendritic cells, NK cells, and B lymphocytes, can activate directly functions of

resting T cells or acts by suppression of regulatory T cells responses, depending on the

neurohormone concentration [143,144]. This action is considered beneficial for health. For

example, experimental studies showed human glioma cell proliferation was suppressed by DA

treatment, due to apoptosis and suppression of proinflammatory mechanisms [64]. Furthermore,

DA inhibits tumor development, suppressing the pro-angiogenic action of VEGF and MAPK

activation [112,145]. There is experimental evidence that low-to-moderate aerobic PE has the

potential to modify the tumor microenvironment. In vivo study carried out by McCullough et al.,

using preclinical model prostate cancer, observed a statistically significant two-fold increased

tumor blood flow, the increased number of perfused vessels and decreased by 50% hypoxia in

tumors of rats exercised with low-to-moderate intensity [121]. AD using β-ARs is a mediator

of the increased activation of AMPK in adipocytes induced by acute and regular exercise [146].

Activity of acetyl-coenzyme A carboxylase (ACC) Ser79, an enzyme which limits the rate of

FFAs synthesis, is suppressed when Ser79 is phosphorylated by AMPK. A high level of ACC

phosphorylation, mediated by an increase of AMPK activity and β-AR signaling, contribute to

reduction of abdominal fat, increased insulin sensitivity, AMP/ATP ratio, and lipolysis [146].

PE modulates fat metabolism and carbohydrate metabolism (see Figure 4). During exercise of

low-to-moderate intensity, rates of lipolysis and FFAs mobilization are increased in men and

women (higher in men), and more FFAs are oxidized than stored in plasma [146]. Fat oxidation

increases with exercise intensity until intensity reach about 65% VO2max, after which the

fat oxidation is reduced when exercise intensity continues to increase. Contrary, carbohydrate

metabolic rate is positively correlated with the exercise intensity increase. Glucose is transported

from liver to the muscle, where can be mostly oxidized (70-99%) together with glucose-1-

phosphate form when exercise intensity is above 50% VO2max. The next difference between

fat metabolism and carbohydrate metabolism is the fact that fat oxidation increases with the
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exercise duration, whereas carbohydrate oxidation decreases [26,147]. The alterations exerted

by moderate-to-high intensity exercise in fat metabolism are less compared to carbohydrate

utilization in skeletal muscle and blood glucose removing [26]. Evidence has also shown

the increased lipolysis, FAs oxidation, and NA levels for several hours after exercise session

cessation [26].

While short-term moderate to high increase of circulating CATs is necessary for

organism survive, prolonged increase in the neurohormones levels can also be dangerous,

involving pathological changes in the circulatory, the skeletal system, and the immune system

as well as metabolic disturbance, due to enhancing OS and inflammation, among others

[15,59,145]. An increasing number of OS markers, such as decreased glutathione reduced/

glutathione oxidized ratio, catalase activity, erythrocyte malondialdehyde, 8-OHdG, IL-6

cytokine concentrations, and decreased total antioxidant activity have been found after acute or

chronic exercise [148-152].

 High levels of ROS, proinflammatory cytokines IL-6, TNF-α, TNF-β, CRP, and lipid

peroxidation products characteristic for inflammation have been reported as associated with

carcinogenesis, insulin resistance, CVD, and neurogeneration [116,153-158]. It was identified

that TNF-α release from the adipose tissue leads to insulin resistance. Evidence maintains a

synergy between obesity-related insulin resistance and development of cancer [154]. In turn,

CRP formation is stimulated by IL-6 secreted by adipose tissue [115]. Although TNF-α is

known to induce apoptosis and necrosis, this cytokine, similarly as CRP and IL-6 produced

at high concentrations, can exert pro-inflammatory actions and are considered to be involved

in carcinogenesis [8,155]. Additionally, most genes involved in redox homeostasis regulation

as well as ROS and PE show “double edged sword activities” [156,157], exhibiting anti- and

pro-inflammatory activities depending on their concentration and environment. Experimental

studies have shown that exercise, independently on its intensity, increases transiently NK cells,

CD8+ cells, and T-cells of both type expression [3,158].

There is sufficient evidence that exhaustive and/or high intense PE is accompanied by creation of

an immunodepression “open window” during recovery to the basal state, linked with the changes

in the number, proliferation and composition of T- and β-lymphocytes, NK cells activity, and
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neutrophils due to ARs expression by CATs, among others [2,159]. If individuals are engaged

in exercise of high intensity and frequency or they are overstrained without sufficient recovery,

the risk of illness is increased owing to increased depression of the immune system, and

prolonged exposition to infections increases a risk of illness [160,161]. Evidence demonstrates

an important role of AD and DA concentration during recovery between exercise bouts. For

example, Nalbandian et al. [93] studied levels of CATs during and after acute exercise and

found plasma AD and DA levels were significantly higher during active recovery (low intensity

interval exercise) versus passive recovery. The researchers reported that elevated levels of CATs

during active recovery may favor lipolysis and oxidative metabolism, and passive recovery

may favor glycolysis. Detailed evidence on CAT-induced lipolysis in adipose tissue and skeletal

muscle was shown above and widely discussed in a previous review by Jocken and Blaak [162].

A body of evidence shows the crucial role of HPA axis and SNS in cancer initiation,

growth, and progression [69]. The carcinogenesis process, i.e. transformation of normal cells

in tumor cells, involves “reprogramming of glucose and FAs metabolism” to maintain a rapid

cell proliferation and growth [163,164]. Tumor cells exhibit high rate of glucose intake forming

lactate, ATP and the increased rate of lipogenesis. Cancer cells metabolism differs from normal

cells metabolism because glycolysis and lactic acid fermentation are an important source of

energy, compensating lower supply of energy generated by oxidative phosphorylation and

decreased mitochondrial respiration [165]. Further, FAs catabolism through the mitochondrial

long-chain FA oxidation (β-oxidation) can support cancer growth and survival [30,163]. FAs

are important as an energy source, components of cancer cell membranes, and as signaling

molecules involved in cellular homeostasis and as modulators the microenvironment for cancer

progression [163].

The excess of AD and NA in the blood stream exerted during exercise of high intensity and

extreme duration, can via ARs cellular signaling pathways enhance cancer cell proliferation

and modulate cancer cells interaction with their microenvironment, thus promote tumor growth

and progression and prevention of metastasis [128]. These hormones can enhance expression

of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and VEGF in adipose tissue using β-ARs on the tumor

cells, followed by vacuolization [69].
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NE was found to increase VEGF synthesis in several myeloma cancer cells, as well as to increase

other proangiogenic factors (IL-6, IL-8) formation [63,128,145,166]. In response to chronic

stress, the increased levels of AD and NA and depletion of DA secretion were found in ovarian

tissues as well as promotion of angiogenesis in ovarian cancer cells compared with nonstresses

cells [143,145]. CATs may induce cancer cell growth enhancing cancer cells proliferation,

effect on an interaction of cancer cells with their environments, and attenuate apoptosis.

Evidence indicates stimulation of adenylyl cyclase activity by β-AR in response to increased

levels of CATs and synthesis of cAMP from ATP, of a compound that regulates lipid and

sugar metabolism, cell growth and differentiation, gene transcription, and protein expression,

followed by PKA activation [167-169]. Further, the β-AR/cAMP/PKA signaling may induce

DNA damage or influencing expression of pro-inflammatory genes through activation of

transcription factors [128,167]. Evidence has presented that cellular immune response during

the carcinogenic process is multidirectional and anti- or proinflammatory activities are possible,

depending on the microenvironmental stimuli [170]. Another important mechanism linked

with high levels of secreted CATs is the reduction of macrophages and T-helper lymphocytes

of cytokine generators (IL-12, TNF-α, TNF-γ), reduction of NK cells activity (an effector

lymphocytes of the innate immune system controlling several cancer types and limiting their

spread) [144,170-173]), and enhanced release of immunosuppressive factors, e.g.: IL-10, IGF-α

[171]. Evidence suggests functional duality in the immune response of IL-10 cytokine, i.e. being

implicated in tumor growth as well as its ability to fight cancer [172]. Further, NE can stimulate

α-ARs in the tumor microenvironment through the activation of the P13/Akt/endothelial NOS

pathway [173].

A high consumption of molecular oxygen during exhaustive exercise or long-lasting exercises

of high intensity increases levels of CATs and rates their oxidation, causes increases of cellular

ROS (e.g. O2●‾, H2O2, HO●),and leads to depletion of cellular antioxidant defenses and OS-

related diseases [174,175]. Increased ROS levels have been detected in almost all cancer types,

where they can participate in tumor cell cycle proliferation, progression, apoptosis, and survival

[174-178]. For example, H2O2 can activate MAPK family following by increase in transcription

factor activator protein-1 (AP1) expression. Excess of ROS generation results in activation of
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different signaling pathways MAPK (c-Jun-N-terminal kinase, JNK; p38, ERK) and the redox

sensitive transcription factors, e.g. nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (Nrf2), NF-κB,

AP1, HIF-1α, which play a key role in tumorigenesis [123,179-181]. HIF-1 is an agent that

regulates many hypoxia-inducible genes being critical for cancer progression and plays a key

role in the tumor cells adaptation to hypotoxic conditions [ 121,182]. Hypoxia (low oxygen

tension) disturbs the balance between pro- and anti-angiogenic factors’ generation what leads

to the enhanced and random blood vessel formation. This state is characteristic for 50-60%

locally advanced solid tumors and favors cancer cells survival and the cancer progression,

aggressiveness, and metastasis [183]. Hypoxia in tumors is responsible for advanced but

dysfunctional vascularization and stimulates intracellular signaling pathways, among them are:

HIF, P13/Akt/mTOR, MAPK (ERK), and NF-κB pathways [184]. These signaling pathways

participate in cell proliferation, metabolism, survival, migration, apoptosis, and inflammation,

and their interactions may enhance or reduce the tumor hypoxia. The promotion of tumor

progression by hypoxia occurs through increased expression of transcription factors and genes

participating in induction of genomic instability [184]. The new blood vessels formation

in cancer tissue is needed for blood flow to supply oxygen and nutrients for its cells. In

tumors, oxygen consumption rates are high owing to proliferating cancer cells and infiltrating

immune cells [183,184]. Further, ROS are important specific second messengers and can

change the redox state of glutathione what enable thioredoxin transformation into nucleus and

the DNA binding of NF-κB and consequently an activation of genes participating in cancer

cells proliferation and angiogenesis. For example, H2O2 stabilizes HIF-1α, induces formation

of angiogenic agents by tumor cells. The decomposition of H2O2 by the transition metal

ions leads to HO● generation the most reactive oxygen species (reaction 6) which induces

lipid peroxidation, structural alteration of DNA, increases DNA mutation and its damage

[1,123,152,185,186]. Thus, high level of CATs released during chronic heavy training can

exhibit a synergistic effect with exercise in activation of ROS signaling pathways in cancer cells.

Under OS conditions, excess CATs secretion exerts a direct effect on immune suppression and

contributes to the increased ROS formation due to CATs’ peroxidation, as was discussed. It is

now evident that 75-90% of human diseases are associated with disorders of the stress system,
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and acute or chronic systemic inflammation contributes to civilization diseases and occurs in

several types of cancer [160,178,187,188]. Experimental studies support ARs expression in

several types of cancer cells, such as breast, ovarian, colon, and prostate cells [2,128,166].

 Knowledge of the impact of PE on tumor process and interaction between PE and CATs release

and immunity allows to apply exercise as an important medicine in the management of cancer.

In this respect a review by Cormie at al. is illustrative [189].

Conclusions

Over the last two decades, findings have emerged showing the bimodal role of PE and CATs

(AD, NA, DA) secreted as well as their complex interaction for the cell and tissue function.

This overview presents primary functions performed by CATs, findings on their release during

PE as a result of SNS and HPA axis activation, and the association between PE, CATs, and the

immune system in exercise. The article also presents findings on the effect of these hormones

on carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, discusses mechanisms generating ROS during their

oxidation, and the beneficial and dangerous effects on human health. The growing literature in

this field provides strong evidence that a transient increase in the level of CATs during moderate-

to-vigorous exercise is necessary to response for the exercise linked stress and the organism

survive. In contrast, the long-lasting large increase in CATs level, occurring during severe

exercise and/or overtraining, can involve pathological changes. Human epidemiological and in

vitro animals’ studies document the important regulatory and modulatory actions of secreted

CATs via influence on respiratory function, cardiovascular system, fat and glucose metabolism,

and the immune system, depending on the type and dose of exercise and the health status, among

other.

 Well documented positive attributes of regular moderate-to-vigorous PA, such as reduction of

adipose tissue, increase adiponectin level, decrease serum leptin, and glucose concentrations,

decreased secretion of proinflammatory adipokines (IL-6, TNF, CRP) and the enhancement of

the immune system may originate from secreted CATs and their response to the activation of

specific signaling pathway and mobilization of the right amount of NK, T and B-cells.

Alternatively, strong evidence exists that supports CATs undergoing autooxidation and

oxidation in the presence of H2O2 generate ROS (O2●‾, HO●,1O2) and toxic for cells intermediate
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products, such as semiquinone free radicals and quinones. Excessive release of CATs during

severe repeated exercise can strengthen an activation of ROS signaling, disturb carbohydrate

and lipid metabolism, and alter expression of the genes regulating the redox homeostasis. In

consequence that may shift healthy positive effect of CATs towards proinflammatory action

and tissue injury, including enhanced cancer cell proliferation and cancer cells interaction

with microenvironment promoting cancer growth and progression. The biological mechanisms

responsible for tissue injury, the role of CATs and ROS in this process, and the PE-CATs

immune system mutual relations are complex and need to be clarified. Although there is

common agreement on the dual role of PE, CATs, and ROS in cell functioning, an answer on

the main question, what is the optimal dose of exercise and an amount secreted CATs to be

health preventive considering the “double edged sword” of ROS and the genes regulating redox

homeostasis, requires further research. Further studies should also validate the concentrations

of CATs to optimize safe PA programs for disease prevention and treatment and consider these

neurohormones as markers for a dose of exercise.
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Table 1. The effect of physical exercise on plasma catecholamine levels in humans
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Study, year Participant
characteristics

Exercise measured Results

Fry et al. [94] 2006 16 weightlifting-trained
men (n=8 overstained
group, OT;
n=8 control group, C)

Training:
OT 10 x 1 at 100%
1RM daily for 2 weeks,
C normal training
2 days/week

Significant decreases in:
1-RM strength
(154.4(9.9) kg post –
vs 159.3(10.1) kg pre-
exercise), 36% in mean
power at 100% 1-RM
loads, and muscle β2-
AR density by 37%.
A 2.4-fold increased
ratio of AD level to β2-
AR density.

Exercise on a cycle
ergometer:
at 45% VO2max (90
min)

Significantly increased
similar post-exercise
levels of AD and NA
in men (4-fold and 3.2-
fold) and in women
(3.2-fold and 3.7-
fold, respectively) vs
sedentary control trial.

Henderson et al. [26]
2007

Ten men, eight women
of similar age, with
similar BMI, exercise
habits and VO2 peak/
unit fat free mass,
exercising an average of
7 hours weekly

at 65% VO2max (60
min)

Significantly increased
post-exercise levels
of AD and NA in men
(5.9-fold and 10.1-
fold) and in women
(4.96-fold and 9.2-
fold, respectively) vs
sedentary control trial.
Greater increase of AD
in males.

Jabbour et al. [97] 2011 31 adolescent boys
BMI: 18.9±1.1(n=11);
24.5±1.5 (n=11);
30.8±2.3(n=9), matched
for VO2max per unit
of fat-free mass, age,
height

Cycling sprint test six
6-s maximal sprints

Significantly
increased plasma AD
concentrations in
response to exercise in
the lean and overweight
groups vs measured
at rest. Negative
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correlations between
the exercise AD and
body fat percentage
(r=-0.60) independently
on the BMI value,
significantly
higher plasma NA
concentration in the
lean group than in the
overweight and obese
groups after sprint test.
Negative correlation
between NA release and
body fat percentage.

Justice et al. [96] 2015 Eight men, seven
women of similar age,
with similar BMI and
VO2 peak

Exercise on a cycle
ergometer at ∼ 65%
VO2 peak (60 min)
before a 30-sec
maximal cycling effort

Significantly increased
post-exercise levels of
plasma AD and NA at
5 min postsprint in men
and women vs baseline.
Significantly lower
response of AD and NA
to exercise in women
compared with men
(p<0.05).

Simeunovic et al. [91]
2015

74 patients with DCM
classified

Cardiopulmonary
exercise, testing on
ergometer cycling

Increased post-exercise
plasma levels of AD,
NA, DA (5-, 3.8-,
and 2-fold increases,
respectively, in
comparison to pre-
exercise testing in
the control group
(p<0.01). Significantly
increased post-exercise
levels of AD, NA
(3.5-, and 2.1-fold
increases, respectively)
in comparison to pre-
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exercise testing in
patients. Additionally,
a significant increase
in CAT, GR and GPX
enzyme levels in the
control group and in
GR enzyme level in
patients with DCM after
exercise test.

Dethlefsen et al. [95]
2017

seven healthy women,
20 women operated
for stage I/II BC and
receiving chemotherapy

Two-hour acute bout
of ergometer cycling at
55% VO2max

Increased post-exercise
plasma AD and NA
levels by 2,9- and 2.2-
fold in the control
group, respectively
compared to those
in the rest (p<0.05).
Significantly higher
levels of post-exercise
AD and NA (3.2- and
2.5-fold) in BC cases
compared with those in
the rest.

Ipekoǧlu et al. [100]
2017

20 untrained men;
regular smokers (≥15
cigarettes/day, n=10);
never smokers (n=10)

40-minute treadmill
exercise at 55-65%
VO2max

Significantly increased
levels of post-exercise
AD and NA in the both
groups: non-smokers
(55.6% and 27.1%),
smokers (54.7% and
35.7%). Similar CAT
increment with exercise
for both groups.

Messan et al. [98] 2017 86 professional cyclists,
51
subjects with
bronchospasm, 35
subjects without
bronchospasm

Triangular stress test
performed
on a cycle ergometer,
a power increment 50
W every three minutes
until exhaustion.
Inability pedaling

Increased post-exercise
plasma
AD concentrations
by 7#102% in
bronchospasm group
and by 30#102% in
the cyclists without
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frequency 90 rev/min
determined as fatigue

bronchospasm.
Increased NA
concentrations by
approximately 13#102%
in bronchospasm group
and by 20#102% in
the cyclists without
an asthma prevalence.
Significantly higher
levels of post-exercise
CAT levels in the
cyclist without
bronchospasm vs
those with an asthma
prevalence (p<0.001).

Wochyński and Sobiech
[99] 2017

55 cadets:
SAGI-trained n=41 (A
group), control group
n=14 (B group)

Three SAGI (looping,
a gyroscope, an aero
wheel) training sessions
(group A). Group B-
standard program of
physical education
during three sessions of
similar intensity (team
sports, gymnastics,
outdoor runs, light
athletics)

Statistically significant
increases in AD, NA,
DA levels dependent on
the exercise intensity
after each training
session vs before
the training session.
Significantly higher
levels of CATs induced
in group B than in
group A in session III.

Danese et al. [21] 2018 26 amateur runners
(15 males, 11 females)
engaged in recreational
running regimen, 200
min/week

Half-marathon run
(21,1 km) completed
between 75-85%
VO2max

Increased post-run
plasma concentrations
of MN and NMN a
nearly 3.5- and 7-fold,
compared to the pre-run
values (p<0.0001). The
MN values measured
6 and 24 hours after
run were comparable
to those before the
run. In contrast, the
NMN values at 6 and
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24 hours after the run
were significantly
1.46- and 1.33-fold
higher vs those pre-
runs, respectively.

Shah et al. [90] 2019 14 males: men with
HCM (n=9) control
group (n=5)

MECPET test, cycle
ergometer. Three
minutes warm-up stage
at 40 watts followed by
eight successive three
minutes stages with
increased workloads by
20 watts per stage

No statistically
significant change in
blood AD and NA
levels from low to
moderate exercise
(below the ventilatory
threshold) intensity, a
rapid increase at higher
intensities. Significant
exponential increase
(~ 6-fold) in CATs
levels above ventilatory
threshold vs the rest
with increasing exercise
stages.

1RM – one repetition maximum; MACPET – maximal effort cardiopulmonary exercise test;
DMC – dilated cardiomyopathy; AD – adrenaline; NA – noradrenaline; MN – metanephrine;
NMN – normetanephrine; VO2max – maximal oxygen uptake, HCM – hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy; BC – breast cancer; SAGI – Special Aerial Gymnastics Instruments; CAT –
catalase; GR – glutathione reductase; GPX – glutathione peroxidase.
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